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As the third patriarch of the Fayan sect, Yung-ming Yen-shou's Zen is
undoubtedly the most important part of the whole thought.Through the program of the
main book cases Zong Jing Lu, Dharma's Zen in the first place，to research his thought,
will find the life extension of the thought and works are in line and started, although
its content dispersed but profound. In the ontology and methodology on splendid
achievements.The Dharma's Zen in the first place, as the theoretical basis, by
exploring the integration, interpretation construction as the main method, Yen-shou's
teachings and practice integration into a complete system.Yen-shou Zen includes：The
body is pure heart is Buddha return of Dharma's Zen, Zen vein is determined;Method
of returning to the Dharma's Zen, Though Principles and Practice,by means of
scripture lead to Zen, that is theory on Observation of the Mind and Wan-shan (all
Means of Practicing Buddhist), full of Zen practice.Based on the ontology and
methodology of two levels, that is by Principles and Practice, annotation Truth in
reality.Study on the theme statue of Damour' Zen, comprehensive construction of the
main body of the thesis.Must pass the answer to the three question, The three question
is: why put Damour' Zen on the first place? What is Damour' Zen on the first place?
How about Damour' Zen on the first place?First, from the background of the times
and life extension of the Yen-shou internal criticism cases analysis,when abuses of
crazy Zen hindered the development of Zen,Yen-shou this in the religious feelings,
from the method choice reverted to theDamour' Zen for the salvation of the Zen. This
is the reason of Damour' Zen on the first place.Second, the Damour' Zen on the first
place is through the two aspects of theory and practice, comprehensive return the
Damour' Zen, Method of returning to the Dharma's Zen, Though Principles and
Practice,by means of scripture lead to Zen, that is theory on Observation of the Mind
and Wan-shan (all Means of Practicing Buddhist),, from the two aspects of concrete and
comprehensive interpretation of What is Damour' Zen on the first place.Third, based
on Fayan sect of the critical spirit , through put Damour' Zen on the first place as
methods to treat Zen disadvantages,.redemption Zen Yen-shou although save
Buddhism, but a large number of cited teaching lead to enrich the theory and practice















central meridian cut off, nervous at the beginning of the keen and results, reflecting on
hHow about Damour' Zen on the first place among.To obtain new development to
return from Damour' Zen, Yen-shou in the contract should be the time background of
Zen disadvantages machine, make historical choice.The paradox between the purpose
and the results, also contains a certain historical and cultural aspects of the
enlightenment.
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